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Tick the boxes on the left as you find them!

ALL SAINTS, CLAVERLEY - KNIGHT FALLING OFF
HIS HORSE
There are a few of these, all of them not very good at jousting! The paintings in the
nave (the central part of the church) and the pictures look a bit like the pictures on
the Bayeaux Tapestry, but they’re probably not about the Battle of Hastings. They could
be about a famous Emperor called Charlemagne who had lots of stories told about
him in the Middle Ages.

ALL SAINTS, CLAVERLEY - AN ANGEL AND A TREE
Near this tree you’ll see a hole in the wall at the bottom. Through the hole you’ll see an
older part of the church which has been rebuilt more recently. The church is 800 years
old after all and has been made bigger and repaired lots of times since the beginning.

ST MARY’S, ALVELEY – SKELETON
This image is part of a bigger painting done during the 1300s. It shows a woman, a
skeleton and a man with a horn. The woman is supposed to be a portrayal of one of
the Seven Deadly Sins (seven of the worst attributes Christians think you can have). The
deadly nature of these sins is illustrated by the skeleton… and what he looks like he’s
going to do with his spear!

ST MARY’S, ALVELEY – SWORD SHARPENING MARKS
The area around Bridgnorth saw a lot of fighting during the English Civil War (16421651). The dents are supposed to be from soldiers, getting ready to fight a small battle,
sharpening their swords on a wall. If you look at the church door, you can see some
small holes around which are supposed to be from musket balls from the same fight.

ST ANDREW’S, QUATT – MARBLE STATUE OF A BABY
This statue and all the other little ones are supposed to show the children of the two
people on the top of this monument. The parents were important people in this area
in the 1600s. Their names were Francis Wolryche and Margaret Bromley. Their children
were called Thomas, Mary, Henry, Elizabeth and John. The family lived in nearby
Dudmaston Hall. You’ll see some of their names written on the side of the monument.

ST ANDREW’S, QUATT – MEMORIAL TO
THOMAS WILKINSON
This memorial was placed in memory of Thomas Wilkinson who was awarded the
Victoria Cross (the highest medal for bravery which you can received in the British
Army) for fighting in World War One. He received the medal for bravery during the
Battle of the Somme (1914) where he died whilst trying to rescue someone who was
wounded. He was 22 when he was killed. Thomas was a local man, born on the nearby
Dudmaston Estate.
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ST MARY MAGDALENE, QUATFORD - DECORATIVE
WALL PAINTINGS
These small decorative patterns were discovered hidden under a layer of plaster which
had been painted over them. It’s believed they would have covered the whole of this
part of the church in the Medieval period. They’re tricky to spot, but you’ll find them in
the oldest part of the church (built in the 1080s) around the altar.

ST MICHAEL’S, UPTON CRESSET – WALL PAINTING
This wall painting shows an angel and a king on a throne surrounded by some
decorations. Because of the style it’s painted in we believe that it was probably done
by the same individual who did the wall paintings of knights at Claverley.

ST MICHAEL’S, UPTON CRESSET – CARVED COLUMNS
These pillars, like the rest of the church, date from the 1100s. The top of columns like
these and doorway arches were often decorated with patterns to make a church look
more attractive.

WORFIELD – WOODEN CHEST
This wooden chest dates from the 1200-1300s. Medieval churches often had chests like
this which the people in charge of the church (the clergy) used to collect and store
church taxes or donations. This money was supposed to help maintain the church, look
after poor people, or even pay for people to go on crusade.

WORFIELD – METAL DO G ORNAMENT
This metal dog ornament is attached to the Medieval church doors which are still kept
within the church. The doors were made in the 1200s, and the dog, like the carved
columns at Upton Cresset and the stained glass you’ll see in so many churches, were
designed to help make the church look more beautiful.

WORFIELD – MEDIEVAL STAINED GLASS
While the rest of the windows are more modern, this part of the stained-glass window
was made during the 1300s. The middle panel of the window shows Jesus dying on the
cross, which is the most important part of what Christians believe, along with the fact
that they believe he was resurrected (came back to life) three days later.
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